
#713 The Defeat of the Spanish Armada – The Protestant Wind, part 3, The short-lived 
Catholic Wind was a picture of the Protestant Wind 
 
There is a reason why the Lord designed the Battle of the Spanish Armada to unfold so as to 
make it seem to the Roman Catholic Spanish that the Lord had preserved the Spanish Armada 
with a God-saving Catholic wind that instead turned out to be the first breezes of (in the eyes of 
the Roman Catholic Spanish) the disastrous Protestant Wind.  
 
Key Understanding: The short-lived Catholic wind was a picture of the Protestant Wind. 
The reason that the Lord designed the events of the Battle of the Spanish Armada to unfold 
in such a way that included the aspect of the supposed God-saving miracle of a Catholic 
wind ultimately revealing itself 
to be the beginning breezes of 
the collective disastrous 
Protestant Wind, was to 
prophetically be a picture of t
miraculous God-saving 
Protestant Wind likewise being 
revealed in the end to be a 
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spiritually disastrous wind for 
the sword-bearing Protestant 
Church-ill, just as it was a 
disastrous wind in a more 
visible literal sense for the 
Roman Catholics.  
 
Instead of finding that the 
supposed God-saving 
Protestant Wind represents the 
Church on the Rock, it will be 
found – just as the Roman Catholic Spanish found about their Catholic wind – that the 
Protestant Wind actually represents a Church on the sand. Ultimately, the God-saving 
Protestant Wind is associated with the Dragon – not God – giving power, seat, and 
authority to the Protestant Church on the sand.   

Spanish galleons in distress off Ireland, 1588 

 
Revelation 13:2 (KJV) And THE BEAST [out of 
the Sea] WHICH I SAW WAS LIKE UNTO A 
LEOPARD, and HIS FEET WERE AS THE FEET 
OF A BEAR, and HIS MOUTH AS THE MOUTH 
OF A LION: and THE DRAGON [reflected 
through Sir Francis Drake’s – The Dragon’s – 
victory at Cadiz in 1587 and the victory over the 
Spanish Armada in 1588] GAVE HIM [the 

Protestant Beast out of the Sea] HIS POWER, AND HIS SEAT, AND 
GREAT AUTHORITY. 

Sir Francis Drake

 



Matthew 7:26-27 (KJV) And every one that heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them 
not, shall be likened unto A FOOLISH MAN, WHICH BUILT HIS HOUSE UPON THE 
SAND: 
27 And the rain descended, and the floods came, AND THE WINDS BLEW, and beat upon  
that house; and it fell: and great was the fall of it. 
 

 

Note that the compiler of 
the map that was used in 
Unsealing #711, through his 
mentioning of the scripture 
verses of Matthew 21:43-44, 
was predisposed to the 
notion that the Protestant 
Wind represented the Lord 
taking the responsibility of 
the kingdom of God away 
from Spain and giving it to a 
nation, England, that was 
bringing forth the fruits of 
the Protestant Reformation. 

The map compiler’s viewpoint is depicted below. In truth, the verse is speaking of the 
kingdom of God being taken away from the Jews (at large) and given to heavenly 
kingdom Gentiles. 
 
Matthew 21:43-44 (KJV) Therefore say I unto you, The kingdom of God shall be taken from 
you [Spain], and given to a nation [England] bringing forth the fruits thereof. 
44 And whosoever shall fall on this stone shall be broken: but on whomsoever it shall fall, it 
will grind him to powder. 
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